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What we’ll be looking at:

2. What’s missing [in terms of assessment literacy]?
3. How can teachers fill the gaps in their knowledge?
4. Feedback from teachers and trainers.
5. Further support for teachers.
What is assessment literacy?

It’s knowing:

• what assessment is;
• when different elements of it should be used;
• why different elements of it are used;
• how assessment is constructed; and
• how we can support those engaged in assessment (students, teachers, managers and policy makers).
Some teachers and assessments

1. “I honestly think that one my weakest points as a teacher is student assessment (one of the reasons why I've always hated doing placement tests).”

2. “With all of the classes and extra responsibilities that we have to take on any given term, it can be easy to 'forget' about the overall aims of the course and just teach the lessons as they come.”

3. “I use tests but I don’t know how to write questions. I can write open questions but I don’t really know what’s ‘behind’ them”
What do teachers learn on ITE ELT courses?

What assessment techniques did you learn on your ITE course?

CertTESOL / CELTA
A basic training in:
• teaching
• reflection
• analysing learners strengths and weaknesses
• introductory language awareness
• lesson and materials design

What areas of assessment literacy are included?
What do teachers learn on L7 ELT courses?

DipTESOL / Delta
• teaching and the theory that underpins it
• critical evaluation of techniques, methods and approaches
• detailed knowledge of language relevant to learners’ needs
• research skills
• understanding of assessment design and assessment practices

What areas of assessment literacy are included?
What do teachers learn on UK state sector* ITE courses?

Certificate in Education / PGCE / PG Dip
• teaching and teaching theory
• assessment theory
• reflection linked to theory
• analysing learners strengths and weaknesses
• lesson and materials design
• critical evaluation techniques
• research skills
• local and national government policy and practice

Assessment terminology: formative, summative, diagnostic and initial assessment, face/content/construct validity and more. But…
What don’t teachers generally learn?

Assessment literacy

Many pre-service teacher education programs still cannot benefit from the research evidence that link professional standards with a critical reflection of assessment because they only offer short assessment courses that provides a general introduction to assessment

Greenberg & Walsh 2012

Why not on pre-service courses?

• There’s too much to learn: something has to be left for future training. It is, after all, a pre-service, initial teacher education programme.
• Assessment literacy is tied up with specific exams, so which methodology / approach / system do you teach?
How to support learners’ assessment success

Teachers need to know about exams, how they’re marked and what makes good scores.

Transparency in everything. If it’s a good test and the marking is standardised, there’s nothing to fear. Why not show marking criteria?

Constructive alignment linked to evidenced-based awareness of what learners actually need to be effective communicators (for ELT) is key, and teachers need to know what this is and how this happens.

“A contextual understanding of AL may provide a more useful approach to teacher assessment education.”

Xu & Brown 2016
What do students need to succeed?
(Language Skills)

Bachman & Palmer (2010): communicative competence model

Linguistic competence

Socio-linguistic competence

Discourse competence

Strategic competence

Communicative Competence
How to support learners’ exam success

In-service teachers who have little time and limited opportunities for formal training may need to learn from on-line learning resources

Fan, et al, 2011

“How indeed, only when teachers become the main drivers of their own AL development will they make full use of classroom-based assessment as sites for learning engage in regular dialogues and collaboration with colleagues, and participate in assessment activities within communities of practice”


How can teachers become the ‘drivers’ of their AL development?
A proposal for moving forward

Assessment literacy consists of three levels of mastery:

Xu & Brown 2016: 159

1) basic mastery of educational assessment knowledge, which includes the fundamental principles of the ‘what’, ‘why’, and ‘how’,

2) an internalized set of understanding and skills of the interconnectedness of assessment, teaching, and learning. [i.e. constructive alignment]

3) a self-directed awareness of assessment processes and one’s own identity as an assessor.

Such awareness allows teachers to accommodate and translate assessment policies and principles into their classroom realities and institutional contexts while driving them to reflect on their assessment practices and to gain new insights.
Start with a **basic idea**...
1) basic mastery of educational assessment knowledge, which includes the fundamental principles of the ‘what’, ‘why’, and ‘how’,

Xu & Brown 2016: 159

We’d create:

1. A series of basic, introductory videos, 10-15 minutes each.
2. Each video would raise initial awareness of an area of assessment literacy considered helpful for teachers and/or managers.
3. The videos would be divided into five sections, each last two-minutes each. This would enable ‘bite-sized’ use/delivery.
4. The videos would be followed by further reading, to help teachers with their professional development.
1. What is assessment literacy
2. Types of assessment
3. Constructive alignment
4. Classroom assessment
5. Assessment considerations
6. Bloom’s Taxonomy in assessment
7. Assessment washback
8. Affective filter
9. Progress testing
10. Diagnostic assessment for learner profiles
11. GESE: overview
12. ISE: overview

1.0 What is AL
1.1 AL for students
1.2 AL for teachers
1.3 AL for managers
1.4 AL for policy makers

2.0 Overview
2.1 Initial assessment
2.2 Diagnostic assessment
2.3 Formative assessment
2.4 Summative assessment
Developing a knowledge base

Collectively, teachers need to participate in assessment-related activities (e.g., moderation, rubric development, assessment task design) within real or virtual communities.

Adie 2013

“The best kind of test preparation is test creation!”

Yvert de Souza
1. “I think putting these questions on the last slide in your powerpoint, for example, would be a great way to see how the students felt about the lesson over a myriad of levels.
   1) What was easy?
   2) What was difficult?
   3) Favourite part of the lesson? / Least favourite part?
   I am going to try this with my next observed and see what kind of feedback I get.”

2. “John Biggs's article [on constructive alignment] and those videos will certainly help me plan better lesson and select activities with more caution.”

3. “I liked his thoughts about 'hands up' assessments and how they are not that great. I think on a day when we are tired or its or last class of the day, it's easy to have students put their hands up and just choose whoever wants to answer.”
Regular, free CPD

- bi-monthly
- focus on teacher development
- research element
- useful for in-house CPD sessions
- showcases helpful resources

www.trinitycollege.com/TESOL
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